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Site Comments Pro Script - Let Your Visitors Interact With Your Websites Finally, an easy way to have

your visitors return to your websites over and over again... ? "Discover How You Can Make All Your

Websites Interactive, Attract Tons Of Free Search Engine Traffic & Start Building A Huge *Laser

Targeted* Email List... Instantly!" Finally A Hands Free Way To Let Your Websites Grow Everyday With

Unique, Search Engine Friendly Content! Order Now & Get an Instant Upgrade to Master Resale Rights...

Included For A Limited Time! Dear Friend, How would you like a simple way to encourage your visitors to

return to your websites over and over again? How about getting free unique content added to any site you

want, all hands free? ... and what if you could do all this while at the same time building a laser targeted

email list, again, without lifting a finger? Sounds interesting doesn't it? Well I've developed a remarkably

simple system that allows you to do all this and more... Introducing The Brand New... 'Site Comments

Pro' Site Comments Pro will instantly integrate with any html or php web page and allow your visitors to

easily interact with your content and each other through discussion right on your webpage. Until now, this

was really only possible if your site was already built using wordpress, or some complicated content

management system. When I noticed how popular 'interactive' websites were becoming, I just new I had

to find a simple way to add the same functionality to my old html, hand-built sites. That's when I decided

to develop this script. And being an avid believer in the saying "The money is in the list", I added the

ability to collect the names and emails of everyone who leaves a comment. Allowing you to build highly

targeted Opt-In email lists of people who are interested in your topics, products and services. The script is
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extremely simple to use and can be added to any or all of your current or future html / php web pages.

"Copy The Proven Techniques used By Some Of The Biggest Sites On The Web!" Some of the most

successful websites around today use this very same technique and it makes their sites so 'sticky', people

cant help but keep coming back... What is it these sites have in common? ...INTERACTIVITY!! Chances

are you're a member of these sites, and have visited them often. Any idea why YouTube is so much more

popular than Google Video (and ultimately why Google bought it over)? Because YouTube allows users

to participate and interact with the content and each other, just as MySpace does. This user generated

content is what makes people come back to these sites over and over again, they just can't get enough of

them! Now... with Site Comments Pro, you can finally add this same interactivity and 'stickiness' to any of

your websites, and instantly start profiting and benefiting from free user generated content! Here are just

some of the ways you will benefit when you start using 'Site Comments Pro' today! Search engines will

keep returning to your site and will place you higher in the SERP's (search engine results page) because

your sites are constantly being updated with fresh and unique content! Your visitors will be encouraged to

come back to your site to read the comments, giving you another opportunity to grab their attention, sell

them your products, or have them click on your ads. Basically, making you more money! You'll reduce the

number of simple support request emails as your visitors can ask questions right on your website and

anyone else can answer! Differentiate your private label article from the rest. Now the search engines

won't punish you for duplicate content since your articles are unique and are being updated regularly.

Allowing your visitors to contribute makes them feel part of a community and not just a random visitor

unable to have their say. So they will value your site over your competitors. You can collect the names

and email addresses of everyone who leaves a comment, so you can build a targeted email list that you

can follow up with whenever you want! Use the script to collect testimonials after people have ordered

your products. Add it to your thank you page and ask your customers to tell you the exact reason they

ordered. With this information you will be able to update your salesletters, highlighting the most important

benefits! Now watch your conversions skyrocket instantly! Interactive websites are the future of the

internet, upgrade your sites now and set yourself apart from the competition. Its Easy To Use 'Site

Comments Pro' & Give Yourself A Pay Rise Almost Every Day 'Site Comments Pro' only takes a few

minutes to install on your site. After that it works for you everyday, organically expanding your site with

fresh original content, while at the same time giving you hot new leads and potential new customers! :)
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